
Dear Jim, 	 11/27/75 

CBS aired you on TV last night, tee: I'm terry I misread your telling me it had been on radio and urged you to take in what BrialkIay had to say. However, it is pro-bable that the TV and radio sacments were identical or close to it. Yet I su4gost a caution to you. 	. 
I'd write Graham and tell him that you heard partlof the interview while driving, that editing is, of course, aortal, and that because of the nature of the situation and content you'd appreciate his seeing to it that all-the outtakes are saved mitt' such a time as what was aired cannot be used against you or out of context. If thereafter they day they have destroyed the outtakes rat are ahead. If they plan to incorporate 80M0 in the King special you are protected. It is the kind of thing that can be distorted. 
Whether or not they lot others have access to the outtakes, like DJ, FBI. My impression of the part I heard is that there is nothing that can be misused without what we can do nothing about, deliberate distortion. However, because of these turns in events I do think it is necessary to file the complaint as soon aa you can, if you have not by the time you get this. I've drafted a letter to Aidgley covering the first two shows and making a record of my previous contacts with CBS on these shows and what else I regard as relevant. I'll let it rest a while and will then read and perhaps edit before aeking Lil to type it cleanly. I'll enclose a copy. 
CBS has now aired Walters in what I recall as contradiction with Walters, once last night and otherwise on a newscast. 
I fear that with any real questioning poor paranoid Orestesx way be in for a rough tiNe. 
His account of the deBrueys threat to me and as printed in (1 in NO is other than what I am sore is an embellishment last night. He has been an informer. I doubt deBrueys representation of this is correct. I also do not belive that deBrueys handled Chefald. This part is a switch on what Orestes told me, that he had seen deBrusys and Ferris together. 
But with all the time they had and all the investigation they are supposed to have done it sure is odd that CBS did not ask deBrueys why it was that he was rushed to Dallas and ,,Mathis unique role was there. 

Hastily, 


